INSTRUCTIONS FOR REPLACING THE ELASTIC IN TYPE RER ELASTIC RETAINERS
NOTE:
The following replacement sequence shows the base removed from the harness board; however, the elastic can also be replaced without removing the base from the board.

1. With one hand hold black base between your middle and index fingers, while using your thumb to push white retainer arms.
   a. With your other hand, pull white retainer arms in opposite direction that your thumb is pushing; white piece will then snap out.

2. Unhook worn elastic or wire form from button at bottom of white retainer arms and discard.

3. Thread new elastic through white retainer arms and wrap around bottom edge.

4. Loop free end of elastic around wire form.

5. Slip wire form around button on the white retainer arms.

6. The button on the white retainer arms should be inserted into the black base and snapped into place.